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BD 7897

received 21.05.1961

Whitsun experience ....
e event My disciples experienced at Whitsun can repeat itself with
everyone of you, for I have promised My spirit to all people with the Words
`I will send you the Comforter, the Spirit of truth ....'. It was not merely a
unique experience only intended for My disciples, instead, My spirit ﬂows
time and again to those people who make heartfelt contact with Me and
appeal to My spiritual strength. And, in fact, everyone can feel the strength
of the spirit within himself, as his thinking will become enlightened,
everything that was previously incomprehensible will be understandable
to him .... For My spirit grants clari and light because it is a direct
illumination from Me, Who is the Light of eterni .
Hence, the outpouring of the spirit upon My disciples was not a unique
experience, instead, this process was taking place for the ﬁrst time, since
prior to My cruciﬁxion it was not possible for a person who had not
yet found redemption through the blood of Jesus Christ to be imbued
by My spirit .... As long as people were still aﬄicted by the original sin
they were unable to establish this heartfelt bond with Me; the guilt of the
beings'apostasy from Me stood between Myself and each and every person,
and it was impossible for My spirit to permeate a soul encumbered by sin.
Once the act of Salvation had been accomplished the path of return to
Me was also open for every person .... From then on it was possible for
every soul to so shape itself through love that the awakening of the spirit
into life took place, so that the spiritual spark in the person strove towards
the eternal Father-Spirit and the person's heartfelt bond with Me enabled
Me to pour My strength into him .... so that My spirit ﬁlled His soul and
brightly enlightened him, teaching him from within in all truth .... so that
the divine abilities, which laid dormant or buried within as a result of
his past original sin, emerged again .... so that all these abilities became
extraordinarily dominant and testiﬁed to his uni with Me .... so that they
thus proved the divine nature of the one who had entered into uni with
Me ....
en the disciples were able to speak, for they were ﬁlled by My spirit;
they were able to perform miracles, heal the sick and also have an insight
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into the spiritual kingdom .... en they were true apostles of My Gospel
for they recognised the truth within themselves, they were guided and
impelled by My spirit to speak according to My will. ey were permeated
by the strength of the spirit, just as I previously promised that I will remain
with My Own until the end of the world .... And this promise did not just
apply to My disciples but to all people .... which this promise self-evidently
shows .... I always wanted to please people, I always wanted to pour out My
spirit, always convey the truth to them, which was only possible through
My spirit .... Yet how rarely has My Word been understood, how rarely is
this promise taken notice of, and therefore the outpouring of My spirit not
aspired to either, even though everyone would be able to experience it ....
But I also linked it to the condition that you should believe in Me and
keep My commandments .... for the `outpouring of the spirit'is like a direct
`revelation'. And I can only reveal Myself to someone who lives in love,
who thus awakens the indwelling spirit to life .... Do understand that My
spirit will guide you into all truth .... that I, the Eternal Love, reveal Myself
.... that I convey knowledge to you and thus educate you from within ....
And in this way I also instructed My disciples. I gave them the abili to
understand everything I had previously told them, and then, according to
this understanding, to proclaim Me Myself and My act Salvation to their
fellow human beings, for they should be informed of My will and the cause
of their wretchedness, as well as the goal I had set for their life on earth.
us, they needed to know everything themselves in order to truthfully
instruct their fellow human beings ....
And at present I likewise ﬁll My disciples with My spirit again and send
them into the world, because people shall know My will once more and everything that lays ahead of them .... e Gospel of love shall be proclaimed
to them anew by My servants who are imbued by My spirit so that they can
carry out the task I have allocated to them .... For it is the time of the end
and people ought to know the truth, which only I Myself can give to them
through My spirit, which permeates those who are willing to serve Me, and
who I send into the world again before the end has come ....
Amen
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BD 7365

received Whitsun, 17.5.1959

e outpouring of the spirit ....
e outpouring of My spirit into a receptive vessel is the most delectable
gi you humans can be oﬀered as long as you live on earth, for it is the
direct bond between your Father and you, which enables you to speak to
Him directly. I pour My spirit into you .... I choose a vessel for Myself into
which I can let My spirit ﬂow, which subsequently informs you of Me, of
My nature, of My reign and activi , and of My inﬁnite love for all beings I
created. I want to be in contact with these beings. In the past, this contact
took place such that My Word ﬂowed from Me directly into My created
beings, and they understood this Word and were able to verbally respond
to Me again .... However, this changed in as much as that the beings, due
to their own fault, became incapable of hearing My Word .... it changed in
as much as they listened to a diﬀerent voice and therefore were no longer
capable of understanding what would have aﬀected them from My mouth
had they remained receptive for it. But they turned away from Me, My
ray of love could no longer aﬀect them, and thus they were no longer able
to receive the expression of My love .... My Word .... which can only ﬂow
into entirely pure vessels and can only be understood by beings which
are inclined towards Me .... and not into those beings which still totally
opposed and rejected Me, so that My illumination of love could not aﬀect
them. Consequently, they no longer heard My Word, instead, they listened
to and followed the voice even more of the one who, as My adversary, was
also to blame for their apostasy from Me .... And they remained in this state
of inabili of hearing My voice for an inﬁnitely long time, for their distance
from Me is so vast that My illumination of love can no longer aﬀect them
either, since this requires their voluntary approach to Me, which can only
happen in a certain stage of development .... as a human being with free
will .... en it is indeed possible to enter into such close contact with Me
that the human being can hear My voice. However, in that case he must
comply with the conditions which enable the latter to happen:
He must shape himself such that I Myself can take abode in him, so that
My spirit can pour into a heart which has been prepared to be worthy of My
presence .... for when My spirit pours into a person I Myself Am present with
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him .... is outpouring of My spirit upon people only became possible as
a result of My cruciﬁxion, since, prior to that, humani was still burdened
by the original sin of falling away from Me, and this original sin kept their
heart closed. I was unable to enter it, because My presence presupposes
absolute puri of heart, forgiveness of sins, and thus redemption from all
guilt .... And this happened through My death on the cross, which was the
atonement for people's every sin, providing they wanted to be redeemed
from them. And in the puriﬁed heart of a person who is redeemed through
Jesus Christ'blood, My spirit can ﬂow, but this ﬁrst requires the person's
will again, who must make such heartfelt contact with Me that he can
hear My gentle voice in himself .... that he allows My spirit to speak to his
indwelling spiritual spark and listens to what I have to say to him .... I want
to pour My spirit upon all ﬂesh .... You are all able to prepare yourselves
as a vessel into which My spirit can ﬂow, but without this will of yours you
wait in vain for Me to speak to you. But if your will is ready to listen to Me,
you will be able to achieve truly glorious results on account of My spirit's
activi , for where My spirit is working there is the most brightly radiating
light, there is profound wisdom, there you will recognise My inﬁnite love
and My power .... Where My spirit ﬂows there is no more darkness, it
disperses the night and a bright day is dawning which will never end ....
Oh, if only you would all cleanse your hearts in order to be able to receive
Me, so that I could speak to you, so that My Father-Spirit would be able to
address you, as it was in the beginning .... en all darkness would truly
have le you, you would be able to move within the light which illuminates
all places and reveals everything which was still secret to you before ....
All of you could make it possible for Me to speak to you again, as before,
and thereby make you happy, for My Word is the direct transfer of My
strength of love, and My illumination of love delights the heart if it can
enter .... erefore, prepare your heart as a vessel into which My spirit can
pour, fulﬁl the condition by cleansing your heart of all cravings and impure
thoughts by making an eﬀort to live a life of love and constantly comply
with My will .... Prepare yourselves as a receiving vessel for My spirit and
you will thereby establish the same relationship with Me again, as in the
beginning .... I will be able to delight you with My love and constantly
speak to you, and you will understand Me and be blissfully happy. For you
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will attain light and freedom, you will become again as you were in the
beginning: perfect beings of light which, as My children, will create and
work with Me according to My will ....
Amen

BD 7637

received 30.07.1960

Clariﬁcation regarding the working of the spirit ....
If you want to be addressed through My spirit you must keep My commandments .... You must live a life of love .... For My spirit is part of Me and only
speaks when the human being unites with Me through kind-hearted activi , so that his spiritual spark can be addressed by Me, by its Father-Spirit of
eterni . But I promised you that I will reveal Myself to the one who loves
Me and complies with My commandments .... And I keep My Word, every
promise will come true providing you live up to the conditions I linked to
it. In order to be able to hear Me through the voice of the spirit, you must be
so closely united with Me that your spiritual spark can perceive My Word
and pass it on through the heart so that you can hear what the spirit says to
you. e fact that your indwelling spirit can be addressed by its Father and
be understood by you is a very simple and understandable process .... but
almost no-one is interested in this process .... It is rejected as the working
of unclean spirits, it is even denied by those who pretend to serve Me .... It
is denied because they themselves have not yet enabled My spirit to speak
to them .... And they have not enabled it yet because they are lacking faith
and love .... eir belief in such `working of God in a human being'through
the spirit is completely missing, and therefore the human being makes no
attempt either even though it would be possible for him were love kindled
in his heart .... In that case My spirit cannot express itself, for such an
audible manifestation always presupposes the belief that My love for you
humans is so great that it reveals itself .... People's relationship with Me
must be such that I can speak to them like a Father to My child .... And
a child will trust its Father completely and expect to be addressed by Me.
Only then will I be able to speak and My child can hear My voice.
e `outpouring of the spirit'has become an incomprehensible and implausible concept for people, they no longer understand what they are to make
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of it, otherwise they would not reject the Word you humans receive from
above through My spirit, otherwise they would extremely jubilantly and
with profound gratitude listen and comply with it .... But the outpouring of
the spirit cannot be proven other than that the human being shapes himself
into love, that he establishes the heartfelt relationship of a child with Me
and, with utmost faith and trust, patiently listens to hear My Word, because
the spiritual spark in a person strives towards the Father-Spirit and thereby
induces My presence in the human heart .... and My presence must always
have the eﬀect that I speak to a person with Words of love and comfort,
and with Words of wisdom impart knowledge to him which only the spirit
in a person can receive from the spirit of God. While living on earth I have
time and again promised people that My spirit would be with them when
I would no longer be amongst them .... I clearly and distinctly announced
the working of My spirit with the Words `I will send you the Comforter,
the Spirit of truth, which will guide you into all truth and will remind you
of everything I have said to you ....'. And when it manifestly brings you the
truth, you reject what is oﬀered to you .... because you don't understand My
Word, you don't think about what these Words might mean. And therefore
you do not correctly understand the outpouring of the spirit upon My
disciples, or you would not doubt but instead believe .... However, I linked
it to the condition `He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he
it is that loveth Me .... and I will love him, and will manifest Myself to him
....'You no longer live a life of love, otherwise you would clearly understand
these Words of Mine and unhesitatingly accept My Word, which I convey
to earth `through My spirit'.... en you would make the eﬀort to shape
yourselves into a receiving vessel for My spirit, you would .... providing you
believe in My `working in you'.... strive for it, because then you will also be
guided into all truth, as I have promised. However, you don't pay attention
to the Words I spoke when I lived on earth .... you don't pay attention
because they are incomprehensible to you; and they are incomprehensible
to you because you no longer live in love, which would assuredly develop
your understanding .... And thus, reading the Scriptures will be of no great
avail to you if you don't have love within you, which opens up your understanding in the ﬁrst place. For this understanding .... the right way of
thinking .... is also the working of the spirit in you, but this is only possible
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in a heart full of love. First you must keep My commandments and thus
live in love, only then will I be able to reveal Myself to you through My
spirit. You humans have lost the knowledge of this, which is proven by
the resistance of those who came together in ecclesiastical communities or
organisations, who rely on the `Book of Books'and yet don't understand its
contents properly .... and they must ﬁrst be instructed by My spirit before
this understanding can be given to them. Only then will they be able to
believe that I will send you humans `the Comforter, the Spirit, which will
guide you into all truth ....'
Amen

BD 7829

received 18.02.1961

`Work of the spirit'and the work of the spirit world ....
You are guided into truth .... Do you understand how signiﬁcant it is to
have the guarantee of living in absolute truth because I Am instructing you
Myself? And do not be mislead if you are faced by contentions that you
cannot be certain that it is I Who speaks to you, or you would even have
to dismiss the Book of Books, which clearly refers to My `working of the
spirit'.... But people are already so distant from Me that they no longer
know of My spirit's work in a human being .... Although occasionally they
indeed look for contact with the spiritual kingdom they are completely
without knowledge and therefore in danger of accepting messages which
do not correspond to truth, since they know too little about the `working
of the spirits'who have not yet entered the kingdom of light. ey make
contact with spiritual regions, with the world of spirits which, in fact, also
look for contact with people but only to make themselves heard in order
to transfer their misguided, confused thoughts to people, as they did on
earth. For as long as they are not in the world of light they do not think
correctly, their spirit is still dark and they are only able to pass on wrong
concepts to people. And people value such messages from the world of
spirits too highly .... But they do not look for the right relationship with
Me, which would assure them to receive the truth. `My spirit will guide
you into truth ....'I want to instruct you Myself, and although I speak to
you through messengers of light it is still the same, for the truth originates
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from Me and is passed on to you through My messengers of light. ey will
never be able to say anything other than is My will nor would they want
to, since they receive the spiritual knowledge they pass on to you from Me
....
I Myself instruct you through the spirit .... You humans should comprehend
that God Himself speaks to you, do not just dismiss this as impossible ....
For you are in direct contact with Me, because you are My living creations,
My children, who belong to Me eternally. e Father will always speak to
His children providing they want it and fulﬁl My related conditions for the
child to hear the Father's voice. You have to believe that I speak to you,
prepare yourselves as a vessel for the ﬂow of My spirit and listen inwardly
.... To be able to believe you have to live in love, whereby you prepare
yourselves as a dwelling for Me so that I then can be present in you. And if
you listen attentively you will hear Me .... And what I say to you is truth, for
the Eternal Truth Itself speaks to you, It educates you, and you will learn
everything that is necessary for the salvation of your soul. But do you need
the voices from the spirit world for this? Be seriously warned not to accept
messages as truthful which were not given to you through the `working of
My spirit'.... And avoid those who claim to have contact with the world of
spirits .... ey are a danger for you because they confuse your thoughts
and keep you away from the pure truth. People with already matured souls
certainly can have occasional insights into these worlds and exercise their
inﬂuence on the souls in darkness, but the people on earth will never
beneﬁt from seeking contact with the world of darkness. at is why they
should avoid such dealings with the spirit world, because they are also My
adversary's means in the last days to confuse people's thoughts so that they
are unable to appreciate the truth or even reject it, or they take less notice
of it than those messages and overlook an invaluable gi of grace .... e
truth comes forth from Me Myself, and you humans will receive it if you so
desire. However, if you are satisﬁed with messages which do not originate
from Me, if you pay attention to them, you do not desire truth and will
never come to possess it either .... But where `My spirit is working'there is
truth .... For I can only work where the conditions are met, but then I will
keep every error at bay, for this is truly within My power .... I want truth
to be sent to earth, and I have the power to exercise My will, because you
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humans live with misconceptions and are therefore in utmost danger ....
You humans can only become blessed through truth and therefore have to
sincerely ask Me for it .... But then you can also be certain that you will
receive it, that I will teach you Myself, as I have promised ....
Amen

BD 5569

received 02.01.1953

When is pure truth guaranteed through the working of the spirit? ....
You can be conﬁdent that the truth is imparted to you, for God Himself,
the eternal Truth, is instructing you, as it is written that you, in order to
know the truth, must be taught by God. erefore you should not doubt
as long as you desire the truth and appeal to God Himself for it. And
your most certain sign is the fact that you previously did not have the
slightest knowledge, but that the knowledge you now possess was not
imparted to you externally and yet, its profundi and wisdom surpasses
all intellectual knowledge. You need not fear that you are instructed by
forces which do not know the truth themselves, for God hears every call
and answers it directly or through messengers of light, who work according
to His will and only pass on divine knowledge, thus the pure truth. But
forces trying to cause confusion are also at work, forces, which inﬂuence
people who entitle them to do so by holding on to erroneous information,
who therefore do not allow themselves to be instructed entirely without
resistance. In that case doctrines can be spread which contradict divine
truth .... e spiritual spark within a person is inseparably connected to the
eternal Father-Spirit and its share is truth, because God Himself is Truth.
If you are thus taught by the divine spirit within you, then you accept
knowledge that arises from within yourselves, knowledge, which you can
never acquire intellectually. So if you receive knowledge from within which
enlightens you about spiritual correlations, knowledge, which clearly and
logically explains divine-spiritual issues, then a source of this knowledge
must be in you which cannot be scientiﬁcally explained, instead, it is the
indwelling divine spiritual spark itself which is part of the eternal Dei
.... And nothing but truth can be drawn from this source .... However, the
intellect can be inﬂuenced by forces, as it is possible for a human being
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to purely intellectually try to penetrate the spiritual realm and be likewise
inspired .... that is, he can be aﬀected by surrounding thought currents,
which also originate in the spiritual realm, but the realm from which they
originate cannot be controlled. Earthly knowledge can merge with spiritual
emanations; a person's intellect can want to think in a speciﬁc way, and
according to this will the forces intervene and support him .... And then
there will always be a danger that the person will not want to let go of
certain opinions or previous knowledge and instead allows spiritual forces
to intervene by continuing to work in the same direction, which leads away
from the truth ....
It should never be assumed that messages from the spiritual realm are
always supervised by an elevated being of light if the preconditions are
missing .... unreservedly requesting the pure truth, which always necessitates deferring one's own will. Benign spiritual forces must always ﬁt in
with divine will, and this always respects the human being's freedom of will.
Consequently, where a person's will does not allow for unlimited inﬂuence
by these forces, they may not push themselves in front, they must respect a
person's will, and that means that they may not deny access to those forces
which a person himself calls out to on account of his own will. Holding on
to wrong information always oﬀers evil forces the opportuni to speak. For
this reason, self-criticism cannot be exerted stringently enough where the
pure truth is concerned. And all of you must be instructed by God .... God
Himself wants to convey the pure truth to you; He gave you this promise
.... erefore, approach God if you want to receive the pure truth .... appeal
to Him for clariﬁcation, appeal to Him for enlightenment of spirit, present
your questions and considerations to Him and He will truly grant what you
are asking for .... He will convey the pure truth to you, directly or through
messengers of light, but then they will always instruct you according to His
will, their words can be accepted as God's Word, because they are bearers of
light, bearers of truth from God, thus also devoid of all error .... Call upon
God Himself and He will hear you .... His Word is truth, and anything that
does not tally with this Word does not originate from Him, even if it seems
good to you .... Only one truth exists, and this is God Himself .... However,
since the battle between light and darkness is constantly waged, you must
also take God's adversary's inﬂuence into account and thus be vigilant and
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check. He creeps in wherever he can ﬁnd cover and tries to cause confusion
.... He will always endeavour to demean, question or present Jesus Christ
and His act of Salvation such that a redeeming result will fail to materialise
.... so that the human being will lose faith in the One without Whom no
beatitude can exist. is is why he tries to confuse the concepts, even where
the will is good but the complete dedication to God has not yet taken place.
Take all your love, your every wish, all your doubts, adversities and worries
to God .... and He will give you what you need, He will teach you and guide
you into eternal truth, He will protect you from error and always be with
you with His love ....
Amen

BD 6013a

received 31.07.1954

Various gi s of the spirit ....
e spirit of God manifests itself in various ways, since its working depends
on a person's abili , on his spiritual maturi .... and it also depends on
his disposition which spiritual gi will be given to him. e receiving of
a spiritual gi always presupposes that you are shaped by love, thus a
voluntary total transformation of the being. God's spirit can only ﬂow into
a suitable vessel .... a vessel, which thus has been prepared for the reception
of the divine ray of love through unselﬁsh deeds of love .... Anyone who
has not yet achieved this transformation into love cannot expect a gi of
the spirit. Consequently, the gi s of the spirit are always merely the result
of a loving way of life and never arbitrarily granted gi s .... ey have to
be `endeavoured', which anyone could do but which is rarely done. e
way God's spirit takes eﬀect depends on the task given to a person who
was shadowed by God's spirit during his earthly life, which God's wisdom
certainly recognised to be beneﬁcial for humani but nevertheless requires
the human being's free will. God truly knows who wants to serve him and
how that person shapes himself, He will therefore place him where he is
able to work most eﬀectively ....
People in the last days have to be shaken up since their thinking will become
completely superﬁcial, thus they will need to be extraordinarily impressed
in order to disturb their contentment. But even unusual phenomena have a
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completely natural explanation, yet what appears to be natural to one person is inconceivable to another because he is spiritually blind. Hence these
`spiritually blind'people will be confronted by someone with `vision'who
can detach himself from his earthly tie and, as you might say, be li ed into
the spiritual realm, and who returns from this spiritual realm to earth with
a gi which cannot be gained in an earthly way ....He will work with powers
which enable him to achieve the seemingly impossible .... by way of the
Word he will be able to heal the sick or see the future clairvoyantly, he will
possess profound wisdom and thus will also be able to inform his fellow
human beings .... or he will know what is otherwise concealed from people
.... He will be able to speak foreign languages .... the working of the divine
spirit will clearly manifest itself .... but only in order to gain people's souls
for the spiritual kingdom, because the spirit of God only aﬀects people
spiritually and does not promote earthly interests. Hence the holder of a
spiritual gi will always be a labourer in the vineyard of the Lord ....

As a result of this gi he will be God's representative on earth who wants
to establish and increase His kingdom and has made it his task in life.
God's spirit will only manifest itself noticeably to other people through
His willing servants, although every person can be permeated by His spirit
and thus is also able to understand clearly and precisely and be qualiﬁed to
pass his knowledge on to other people. Nevertheless, people only receive
in accordance with their will, and a prerequisite for receiving an obvious
gi of spirit is their willingness to work for God and His kingdom. For God
wants to reveal Himself through people to all of humani . God wants to
be recognised in His working, hence a person has to act as an intermediary
as long as God cannot approach people Himself, as long as unbelief and
spiritual blindness make this utterly impossible. It follows that God reveals
Himself through His spirit, which manifests itself through a human being,
in order to guide people into faith, to enlighten them, to make them see
the light shining from above onto people .... in order to let them know
the purpose of their earthly life and to illuminate the path to the goal ....
All spiritual gi s only serve to inﬂuence people's souls in the divine sense.
en powers will be released in a person which clearly testi of a divine
inﬂux .... the inﬂux of strength that originates from God .... the strength of
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divine spirit ....
Amen

BD 6013b

received 01.08.1954

Speaking in tongues ....
Warning against wrong spirit ....
And then the human being will accomplish things which seem unnatural
to other people, which far exceed a human being's natural abili .... He
will know about things which are usually hidden to people, he will be able
to clari matters convincingly and comprehensibly to his fellow human
beings, which a person cannot ascertain with his intellect alone .... he will
be able to enter regions which are inaccessible to others .... He will have the
strength to cure the sick, to perform miracles or even be able to see the future
clairvoyantly, abilities will become evident which he never developed in
himself .... he will speak and also understand foreign languages when it
is necessary and beneﬁcial for other peoples'spiritual development .... He
will be inﬂuenced by divine strength in every way .... but will generally
only have one of these gi s, since the requirements vary for each spiritual
gi and all requirements are rarely found in one person. But each spiritual
gi has to fulﬁl its purpose, i.e. it has to be possible to derive a beneﬁt from
each one .... e gi of healing the sick, apart from physical recovery, will
undoubtedly also contribute towards the souls'recovery, since people learn
to believe in the power of the spirit, which is activated by the healer's as well
as the sick person's ﬁrm faith. Predictions of future events, too, can motivate
people to change their way of life, to do penance and return to God, because
these predictions only ever relate to the earthly consequences of people's
spiritually low level .... Proclaiming the truth through the divine spirit also
contributes towards the awakening of faith and a change of lifes le, and
again, should be regarded as a purely spiritual factor of utmost importance.
Only what contributes towards achieving spiritual beneﬁt can be described
as the working of the spirit, because whatever originates from God can't be
anything but illuminating .... It has to bring light and reveal the ambiguous,
it cannot emanate even more darkness than is already amongst humani
....
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However, God's spirit can also aﬀect a person in order to remove his state of
darkness, to kindle a light in the person's heart .... to reveal the soul's layers,
so that the soul rejoices and cheers and praises its God and Father, Who
bestowed it with enlightenment. is inﬂuence applies more to the soul
than the person's intellect, hence the spiritual gi need not be perceptible
to people, but it occasionally aﬀects the outer person so intensely that he
tries to express himself with incomprehensible words .... People call this
process `speaking in tongues', but it always just aﬀects the human being
himself .... it is a gi of the spirit which almost every spiritually awakened
person can call his own but only in rare cases is it so intense that other
people notice a change. For every spiritually awakened person feels the
contact his soul experienced such that his soul raises itself to God praising
and thanking Him, that it gives itself to Him and ﬁnds inner peace and
beatitude .... en his inner ego communicates with God in thought, then
he will constantly talk with God without words .....
Everyone should endeavour to gain this spiritual gi for themselves in order
to speak to his fellow human beings on behalf of God and His kingdom, in
order to accomplish the redemption work himself as His co-worker, which
is blessed. But beware of the wrong spirit, because this, too, makes itself
perceptible wherever it can slip in, where pride, self-satisfaction and need
for recognition still prevail, thereby oﬀering this spirit the opportuni to
express itself in a manner that seems equally unusual. But instead of light it
only leaves confusion and agitation .... caused by conditions which are oﬀputting to serious fellow human beings and only result in joy and approval
in those who belong to this spirit themselves. erefore: Do not believe
every spirit .... and scrutinise it by taking notice of the gleam of light, of its
intensi of light .... Because God is light .... what comes forth from God
is light .... and therefore divine gi s of spirit categorically have to leave an
eﬀect of radiant light, otherwise they are Satan's works of deception, which
he will particularly use during the last days with the intention of dazzling
people's eyes as well as their souls in order to plunge them into even greater
darkness and render them unable to recognise the true light ....
Amen
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BD 7855

received 20.03.1961

Divine Working of the spirit ....
Speaking in tongues .... I.
It is My will that everything will become clear to you, that you will receive
the answer to the questions you entertain and which you present to Me for
a reply. For it is necessary to still correct many errors you humans received
from ignorant sources and which can only be clariﬁed through My spirit, for
it will guide you into all truth. Only My spirit can give you the right answer,
but My spirit must be able to express itself, which presupposes a certain
degree of maturi of soul. And it is deﬁnitely a blessing for you humans if
you don't reject this spirit within you, if you allow its working by shaping
yourselves such that I can illuminate you with My spirit .... that your
indwelling spiritual spark therefore seeks contact with the Father-Spirit of
eterni and instructs you, that it enlightens you, that it informs you of
spiritual knowledge, that it guides you into truth .... Since you still live in
spiritual darkness as long as My light cannot shine in you, you urgently
need light which I Myself will ignite in you if you live according to My will,
if you thus work at attaining the said maturi of soul which allows for the
working of My spirit in you .... And now I Am asking you: What blessing
do you humans derive from My working of the spirit if you merely hear
the sound of unintelligible words? .... If a person goes into ruptures and
speaks words you cannot understand? .... Do you believe, My spirit works
like that? Do you believe that you thereby become enlightened in your
thinking, that you attain realisation, that truthful knowledge is imparted
to you in this way? .... You call this `speaking in tongues'and don't know
what to make of such a tangle of words which are voiced by people who
are controlled by evil spirits, who want to show oﬀ and deem themselves
beyond being tested .... Such `working of the spirit'is a deception by spirits
.... which can take possession of people whose need for admiration is still
too strong, who want to stand out and send themselves into ecstasies ....
For that which comes from Me is light and clear, it does not spread renewed
darkness amongst people. And thus, as long as you experience things which
do not grant you light, not complete clari , I Am not at work, as I Am the
Light of eterni .... You humans need only ever apply the yardstick as to
whether and to what extent you gain light and realisation .... en you
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will have the clear answer to the question, who is at work .... For forces
will never express themselves such that it only causes confusion, and I
will never want you to be plunged from one question and ambigui into
another and for this emanate My working .... It is My will that there shall
be light amongst people who desire the light themselves, but I also want
you to turn to Me Myself and shape your hearts such that I Myself can work
through My spirit in you .... I do not want you to hand yourselves over
to immature spirits which throw you into ever greater darkness and are
able to do so because you merely want to be imbued by `a spirit'.... but not
awaken the spiritual spark in you to life through love, which will then seek
contact with the eternal Father-Spirit .... And this spirit will truly guide you
into truth, it will speak to you clearly and comprehensibly, it will give you
light, providing you seriously desire light ....
Amen

BD 7856

received 22.03.1961

Divine working of the spirit ....
Speaking in tongues .... II.
You may constantly receive My love and grace, at no time ever shall your
measure be small, you shall always be given according to your desire. And
thus you shall also be instructed if you are uninformed, spiritual knowledge
shall be conveyed to you as soon as you require it for your salvation of soul.
You shall become enlightened, and this light shines forth in you through the
working of My spirit, because I love you. And nothing I bestow upon you
will ever increase your darkness, it will never contribute towards spreading
spiritual night over you. For when the `Eternal Light'sends Its ray of love to
you, you must be enlightened yourselves, everything must become clear to
you. Don't forget this fundamental truth, then you will also always make
the right judgment if this is demanded of you in regards to spiritual activi
whose origin is debatable. Anything that comes from Me can only be light
and only ever ignite light in you .... In contrast, anything that cannot oﬀer
you light does not come from Me; instead, its source is with My adversary,
whose greatest endeavour is to keep you in spiritual darkness. But now,
do not raise the objection that you are incapable of making a correct
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judgment .... For as soon as you turn to Me with the appeal for spiritual
enlightenment, as soon as your request comes from the bottom of your
heart and is voiced for the sake of pure truth, you may truly also rely on
the fact that it will be granted to you, for every person is pleasing to Me to
whom the truth is sacred, who strives for it and who turns to Me Myself,
the Eternal Truth Itself. I won't leave you in spiritual darkness, and then
you will always have the right thoughts and brightly and clearly recognise
as to whether spiritual knowledge originates from Me or My adversary.
However, only a few people genuinely desire truth, consequently, much
can be presented as truth to the others without recognising the error. For
then they will also accept everything thoughtlessly and endorse it again to
their fellow human beings as truth and thereby add ever more darkness
among the human race.
From My side no forceful elimination of such misguided teachings can
ensue, because time and again people will be taken in by My adversary's
activi and grant him access for as long as they don't seriously desire and
request light from Me and because, until they do, countermeasures on My
part will remain unsuccessful on account of people's free will. And so I
can only ever grant light to those who want to escape the darkness; but
they will indeed be illuminated by My light of love, and they will always
recognise where My adversary has intervened in order to confuse people's
thoughts.
ey will know that anything that is puzzling to people can
never be My activi .... that I Am never at work when people speak what
no-one can understand .... when they present themselves as being `ﬁlled by
the spirit of God'and cannot provide their fellow human beings with any
light whatsoever. Don't believe every spirit, instead, test them seriously ....
For My opposing spirit is working as well, especially during the time of
the end, and he will cause increasingly more confusion by hiding behind
My Word, behind the Book of the Fathers. He will draw you humans into
error and be able to do so because you believe you know the truth and
therefore don't seriously desire the truth, for which you must call upon
Me for enlightenment. You believe that you can draw the truth from the
Book of Books and fail to appeal to Me for the right spirit, so that you
will understand this book properly, so that you won't merely read the letter
without grasping the spirit concealed behind the letter. For the letter kills,
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only the spirit gives life. However, you can only grasp the spiritual meaning
of the Word if a light has been kindled in you, if My spirit is able to work
in you which enlightens you from within, so that you then will understand
the meaning of the written Word. And you should always make sure as to
whether you receive a very clear explanation .... For only that which comes
from Me gives you this clear explanation. What you cannot understand
despite your best intentions, what makes you question even more, is not
from Me .... And you can unhesitatingly reject it as the working of My
opposing spirit and need not be afraid that you will be held to account
because of your rejection .... For the light will always aﬀect you beneﬁcially,
whereas the darkness will make those of you withdraw who desire light.
And My spirit is not at work as long as you question, as long as you cannot
see clearly, instead, it is the work of the one who ﬁghts the light, i.e. the
truth, and you should keep away from him ....
Amen

BD 8641

received 10.10.1963

Indication of the adversary's activi ....
(Speaking in tongues)
You should believe that My adversary will try anything in order to overrule
Me, to undermine My activi , to prevent you humans from hearing My
Word which signiﬁes light for you in the darkness. And he will always ﬁnd
people complying with his will; he will try to beguile them into believing
that they are being of service to Me Myself, and yet they are his servants.
He has already largely succeeded in confusing people by igniting deceptive
lights for them, so that they believe themselves to be standing in the
radiance of light, yet they are far removed from the light of truth. I cannot
forcibly eliminate his activi because the human being must make his
own decision as to whether he listens to him or to Me .... However, as
soon as he has the serious will to know the truth he will also be able to
recognise it. No person would ever reject My Word from above were he
in heartfelt contact with Me and desired the pure truth from Me .... Yet as
soon as he is indiﬀerent or fanatically holds on to spiritual information of
unknown origin, he will not be able to recognise the truth and spread his
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own spiritual knowledge. If he then wants absolute clari , he must ﬁrst of
all be serious about it, he must appeal to Me Myself for protection from
all deception by the adversary .... And I will protect him and grant him
light .... he can be assured of that. I know what methods My adversary is
using and that people are therefore in great danger of falling prey to his
temptations. And yet I can only provide them with obvious help when
I recognise their will to be of service to Me and the truth .... en the
adversary's power will be broken. He will no longer succeed in applying
his artful deceptions, for then he will always be recognised as the one
he is .... My adversary has many opportunities to work against Me, for
he presents himself in the garment of an angel of light, he does not shy
away from using My name and causing immense confusion among people.
e pure truth exposes his activi and everyone who knows this truth
will recognise him, providing he is of good will. erefore, you humans
bear a great responsibili , because it is you who allow his working, you
could just as well prevent his activi if you seriously wanted to escape
his power and his inﬂuence .... For I will always support this serious will
by giving you strength to put it into action. It is always just a certain
indiﬀerence which allows him to inﬂuence you. And if you want to liberate
yourselves, then he will o en use stronger methods to keep you enthralled:
by trying to confound you through unusual phenomena. But then take
notice: His activi will not grant you clear light; instead, it will always
produce incomprehensible results whose mystic character will baﬄe you,
thus they will seem supernatural, yet they are basically merely unpleasant
deceptions from which you derive no gain whatsoever. Can you receive
greater clariﬁcation than through My Word? For it is comprehensible to
everyone and only requires good will in order to be felt by you as `light'? As
soon as something is incomprehensible to you, reject it, for I, your Father
of eterni , will always speak to My children such that they can understand
Me, but not in a way that you become even more confused than before ....
Where My spirit expresses itself, there shines brightest light .... where My
adversary's spirit is active, you will always be drawn into profound darkness,
by this alone you already know what you should make of experiences which
all belong to the manifestations of the end, when My adversary will try
anything in order to win people over for him. erefore beware and don't
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lose yourselves to him, for as soon as you sincerely appeal for My protection
you belong to Me and against Me he cannot win ....
Amen

BD 8835

received 02.08.1964

About speaking in tongues ....
You should educate your fellow human beings in all truthfulness, and
therefore you ﬁrst have to receive the truth from Me Myself. I told you
many times already that the truth will bring you enlightenment, that you
will not stay in the dark, that you will be able to understand everything.
And thus you are given an explanation about the various `gi s of the spirit',
which you can even notice yourselves in those who possess them. You will
have to admit that unusual abilities exist when a person has the gi of
healing the sick .... you will not be able to deny the gi of prophesy either
.... just as remarkable knowledge will be obvious to you too .... ey are
all things which are unusual in people, powers are manifesting themselves
in a person which are undeniably divine activities for the beneﬁt of the
souls. But you ask Me in particular about the `gi of speaking in tongues'....
You have already received the simple explanation from Me that this gi
is a special sign of a most heartfelt bond with Me, explained such that
I speak through a person who talks to people of diﬀerent nations and
they hear him in their native tongue, so that everyone believes that he
speaks to them in their own language. is gi is a most obvious sign of
My working .... just like the `outpouring of My spirit'upon My disciples
.... when all people present heard them speak in their mother tongue ....
us they were speaking in `foreign tongues'.... and not that a person
speaks an incomprehensible language and then believes to be permeated
by `My spirit'....
is is a complete misinterpretation of the Scriptures
which certainly speak of the blessed feeling of an inner bond with Me
which motivates a person to praise My Being, but it takes place in quiet
prayer uttered by the tongue .... and not by the mouth.
I ask you in all seriousness: what point would there be in a prayer articulated
with the mouth in an incomprehensible language, if it needs interpreting?
.... Am I Myself not able to speak to you in a clearly intelligible way? I want
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to give you light .... why should I use an interpreter who ﬁrst has to be
enlightened by My Spirit too in order to be able to give you light. I Am
an unambiguous and true God, and I really have no reason to oﬀer you a
muddle of words which needs to be translated by another person. Especially
this portrayal of speaking in tongues encouraged people to seek this gi
desperately, and thus sects arose whose members assemble as Pentecostal
communi in order to acquire this gi due to wrong understanding ....
Whenever I speak to people I will always give them light, but I do not speak
to those who express themselves confusingly and need an interpreter, who
is equally incapable of spreading light. I ask you, why should I speak to
you in a language you don't understand? You misunderstand the words in
the Scriptures, as far as they can be regarded as My Word .... for even the
`letter'added to My Gospel contains errors. Words have been added which
were (are) not `My Word'and even those are misinterpreted by you, and
thus you cannot escape from error. But precisely these words form the basic
teachings of those supposedly permeated by the `spirit of Pentecost'.... And
they confuse people because they do not rely on the pure truth which I
Myself convey to earth, in fact, they are hostile to it .... ey do not accept
this pure teaching and this, in itself, should already be evidence for you
that they have built on wrong principles. Anyone who is so convinced to
be permeated by My spirit that he speaks in `foreign tongues'also has to be
able to translate it himself in spirit and in truth, since it is not My will to
confuse people's spirit but to enlighten it. And this translation has to agree
with the spiritual knowledge which I convey to earth from above, or you
can reject it as error. I will give light to all of you, and you should not resist
this light, for the gi of grace oﬀered to you from above is immeasurable,
and yet the error is equally enormous so that I have to be active Myself
in order to help you become enlightened again .... And blessed is he who
accepts the light that shines for him ....
Amen
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BD 4588

received 14.03.1949

e working of the spirit ....
Scrutiny ....
Proof: Oratorical gi ....
Truth - Error ....
God's messengers ....
A large structure must be made to waver, and this undertaking shall be
tackled by you, for which I Myself will give you the instruction as well as
the strength to accomplish the work. Error has crept into all places where
truth is expected to be, where people believe they know the truth, and
now it is up to you to expose this error, which you would be unable to
do by yourselves, by using your intellect alone, yet with My help you can
do so, and therefore you shall teach in My name what I have proclaimed
to you through the spirit. Each one of you shall make an eﬀort to let My
spirit speak in order to gain possession of the pure truth. And if this cannot
be achieved you should pay attention to what My messengers reveal to
you, who are directly instructed by Me again through the voice of the
spirit. Every bearer of truth will uphold the same spiritual knowledge, that
is, once the truth is conveyed to someone it will always yield the same
results; the spirit, which is in contact with the Father-Spirit of eterni , will
proclaim the same to everyone. us, the origin of diﬀerent results must
be investigated. at which originates from My spirit will forever remain
the truth, which never changes, regardless as to how and in which form
it is oﬀered to you. e working of My spirit guarantees you purest truth,
and thus you need only examine when My spirit is at work and where
false prophets portray themselves as My disciples and representatives on
earth. And you can easily ascertain whether the spiritual information,
which claims to be true, is accepted consciously or subconsciously. If I pour
out My spirit, no process is being displayed for curious spectators, for I
do not approach you humans such that you would even in the slightest
way be forced to believe. No-one will notice anything extraordinary, unless
he considers the ﬂuent gi of oratory as something unusual, but in that
case I refer to My Word `Take no thought how or what ye shall speak ....
For it is not you who speak, but the Holy Spirit...' en you will already
have a sign that My spirit is at work in the one who thus speaks well.
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However, if other exceptional signs are quoted as evidence, don't believe
that it is I Who manifests Himself in this way. Every now and then you
might well be able to observe phenomena which point to My life on earth
.... if particularly devout and devoted people thereby contribute towards
enlivening their fellow human beings'weak faith .... Yet the working of the
spirit mainly refers to the transfer of My Word, because through My Word
humani shall be guided into truth and because My Word also makes My
will known, the fulﬁlment of which results in the direct working of the
spirit again.
e human race certainly seeks and tentatively strives for truth, but it does
not take the right path in order to ﬁnd it. However, every person carries
the truth within himself .... Every person carries the spiritual spark within
himself, which is part of Me and can impart purest truth if the person looks
within and listens to the expression of the spiritual spark, to the Word,
which thus comes from Me because the spiritual spark is My share for
eterni . Understand, you humans, you must look within yourselves and
not wait for what is brought to you from external sources! But since you
no longer fulﬁl the conditions needed for the manifestation of the spirit,
since you are no longer capable of perceiving My Word in you, hence, since
you no longer come to Me, I come to you by sending you a messenger who
hears the expression of his spirit, My Word, and shall inform you of it.
Now it is indeed conveyed to you from outside, but as an unmistakable gi
from above, which can be recognised by everyone providing he makes the
eﬀort to seriously examine it or allows himself to be guided by his inner
spirit, thus does not oﬀer resistance if My Word inwardly appeals to him.
And every seriously truth-desiring person will ﬁnd My Word appealing,
because My strength of love takes eﬀect in the one who strives towards Me
as the eternal Truth. us I Myself come to meet him and draw him close
to Me if I don't meet with resistance. erefore, take notice of the working
of the spirit and accept the oﬀer of the one who, in a completely conscious
state, listens to the voice of the spirit within, for you can believe his results,
since he is taught by Me directly through My spirit. Beware of false prophets
as they, too, mention My name and yet have no direct connection with Me,
who therefore deem themselves capable of instructing their fellow human
beings but have no knowledge themselves. Beware of those who receive
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their knowledge in a way where I Myself cannot be at work, because forces
from below push in without being rejected by the recipient's will .... where
the human being forfeits his will and his will is subsequently seized. In a
conscious state they might well be of good will, nevertheless, their chosen
path is wrong. Come to Me, make contact with Me in spirit, listen within
and appeal to Me with all your heart for the working of My spirit .... and
your prayer will be granted, you will be taught in absolute truth by Me
directly or through My messengers .... But you will always be taught by My
spirit and guided into all truth ....
Amen

BD 7103

received 26.04.1958

Wrong interpretation of the Scriptures ....
e working of the spirit ....
You humans o en interpret the Words of the Scriptures according to
your need .... e spiritual meaning of the Word does not correspond to
the aims and plans you pursue, and you interpret the letter which can
have various meanings. Consequently, many errors were spread among
people who nevertheless tenaciously hold on to them by always referring
to passages in the Scriptures. It has become almost impossible to expose
and eradicate these errors, because the spiritual darkness keeps deepening
the closer the end is approaching. Even so, precisely these errors are the
cliﬀs which can cause people to fail, who strive to ﬁnd the truth yet then
start to doubt and ﬁnally use the same doubts to oppose everything written
in the Book of Books .... If they are strict seekers of truth, then they
will ﬁnd the truth, if only by diﬀerent means than the usual, through
the proclaimers of God's Word .... However, if they lack the necessary
earnestness for truth, they will easily be satisﬁed with those errors in
order to completely detach themselves from believing or from religious
doctrines, which nevertheless can correspond to truth. is is the great
danger inherent in every misguided teaching .... Wrong interpretation of
the Scriptures can be assigned to the inﬂuence of God's adversary as well,
for he also tries to instigate much confusion within the circles of people
willing to believe, and, if he can exert his inﬂuence on their leader, he
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will have succeeded in causing immense darkness. Many Words of the
Scriptures are indeed encrypted, that is, their meaning is not self-evident
to the human intellect, they can be diﬀerently interpreted and will only be
correctly interpreted when the person's spirit has awakened and wants to
ascertain their meaning. It is God's will that people should read every Word
with complete sinceri , with the desire for truth and in contact with Him
.... so that God Himself can speak to them, and then He will truly educate
and enlighten them correctly. But since God's `supposed'representatives
usually allow their intellect to speak ﬁrst, since they study and ponder
in order to discover the meaning of the Word, its spiritual meaning will
remain concealed from them until they are in closest contact with God and
appeal for His spirit .... And the spirit of God will instruct them correctly,
but it will always reveal the same to people. No person should deem himself
capable of understanding the Word of God by himself .... by merely using
his intellect .... and no person should deem himself entitled to interpret it
without God's support ....
No person ought to believe that performing formal prayers is suﬃcient in
order to ensure divine support for himself. God expects more .... He expects
a life of love which shapes the heart into a receiving vessel for the divine
spirit, because He can only unite with `love', and because His spirit can
only take eﬀect in a person who has shaped himself into love .... And from
this it is evident again how an interpretation can be assessed in relation to
truth .... Even the sharpest intellect is incapable of ascertaining the truth
where a way of life makes it impossible for God's spirit to manifest itself,
for the working of the spirit cannot be replaced by intellectual activi . So
many misguided teachings could not have been spread in the world had
this basic rule always been observed that `thorns cannot yield any fruit
....'And precisely those people who were great helpers for God's adversary
distinguished themselves most with interpretations and translations of the
Scriptures, although the results only revealed themselves at a later time,
because they led to divisions and disputes and caused ever more confusion.
And it is only possible to tackle such errors again with the pure truth from
God, the transmission of which, therefore, also necessitates an awakened
spirit. But only people who live in love and oﬀer the indwelling spirit the
opportuni of igniting a light in people's heart will accept such corrections
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.... However, only the truth results in blessings .... Every error is an obstacle
on the way of ascent. For this reason the pure truth should be proclaimed
emphatically by those who receive it from God Himself. For this is the task
they were given at the same time as they received the truth, because only
truth is light and only truth leads to beatitude ....
Amen

BD 8877

received 30.10.1964

Spoilt spiritual knowledge has to be corrected ....
You humans will not succeed in refuting the pure truth, you can always
rely on what you received through My spirit. For even if the Word was
mentally transmitted to you it is and will always remain My Word which
you would be unable to hear had you not ﬁrst shaped yourselves such that
`My spirit'can pour into you. For then your thoughts will be guided by Me
as well, you will be unable to have wrong thoughts if you hand yourselves
over to Me ﬁrst and appeal to Me to receive the truth .... However, it is a
diﬀerent situation if a person does not fulﬁl the prerequisites which allow
the working of My spirit within him .... In that case he cannot be certain
as to whether his thinking is misguided, as to whether his thoughts are
going astray.
us it is essential for you humans to check ﬁrst as to if
and to what extent one can speak of spiritual activi .... which can be
easily established when hitherto unknown knowledge was conveyed to a
person .... knowledge which reveals the secrets of creation and explains the
meaning and purpose of his earthly existence to him ....
If, however, this information was gained from books .... if a person studies
existing spiritual knowledge .... if he thus analyses knowledge, he cannot
claim to be `ﬁlled by My spirit'. His thinking can certainly be correct if he
had acquired the necessary prerequisites, but then the spiritual knowledge,
which came to earth through the working of My spirit, will not be changed
either. But if such changes had taken place and I correct them Myself, then
time and again the question has to be asked `Who is enlightened by God's
spirit?'I don't educate bearers of truth for Myself without imparting the
pure truth to them. And once I called someone to stand up for the truth I
also gave him the task of accepting knowledge from Me and of considering
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himself a recipient of the pure truth. For I truly know where error has crept
in and will always correct a misguided teaching. Yet one thing is certain ....
My adversary has succeeded in plunging you back into darkness, he has
succeeded in deceiving you .... who believe to live in truth because you
accepted it from one of My devoted servants .... and to present his own
ideas to you which you now eagerly advocate and thereby make it diﬃcult
for Me to bring you the pure truth again ....
Error will not lead you to the goal .... and if you do not wholeheartedly
desire the truth you will not be able to detach yourselves from erroneous
thoughts either. Your vision is clouded, it did not remain a matter of the
simple spreading of My Word through a spiritually awakened servant ....
so many unenlightened co-workers played a part in it. ey wilfully added
explanations or changed the original text and thereby did not help but
harm the work .... And due to their free will I was unable to prevent them
from doing so. e simple, clear Word which was intended to make people
happy lost its value as soon as people started to change the original texts
and brought them into line with common linguistic usage .... You humans
should take the length of time into consideration and the fact that My
adversary's work during the last days will always relate to the amendment
of My Word. Consider that he avails himself of the worldly spirit in order to
captivate people .... consider that only the spiritually awakened were able to
guard this knowledge and that protection from above was only guaranteed
to these servants .... who would then have kept to the truth .... but that
no such guarantee existed with worldly co-workers who therefore still had
worldly interests and also turned these new revelations into a `worldly
issue'.
is is why I always chose people who had withdrawn from the world
to whom I could reveal Myself, because rising above the world is the
fundamental requirement in order to be able to convey My revelations to
earth. And they never had to worry about their earthly needs. If a person is
so devoted to Me that he supports the spreading of these revelations they
will be his last resort as a source of income because he knows that I take care
of him Myself .... And as long as a `vessel of My spirit'has this attitude it
will also distribute purest truth, for since it is spiritually awake itself it will
reject every misguided teaching .... Yet how long will spiritual knowledge
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stay pure once it passes through human hands again which are not as pure
and as willing to serve Me? erefore I have to pour My spirit time and
again into a clean vessel so that errors are exposed which I have to correct
again. And if I now tell you that even the Book of Books is no longer pure
and unadulterated you can also count on the fact that new revelations will
not stay so pure that they would not need any correction. And if the error
consists of the fact that My perfection is questionable, then My adversary's
inﬂuence can be clearly recognised who, in the last days, will make every
eﬀort to stiﬂe people's love for Me, which alone unites you with Me now
and forever ....
Amen

BD 7329

received 08.04.1959

God's presence protects against the adversary ....
It is essential that you do not isolate yourselves from Me. As long as
you remain in mental contact with Me through loving actions or heartfelt
prayer, you will be protected against all onslaughts by the enemy of your
souls. However, as soon as your bond with Me slackens, he will be by your
side and then it is not always easy to push him away again because you
are weak without Me. Consequently, if you don't let this weakness arise in
the ﬁrst place, if you always remain in contact with Me, you will always
be able to repel him by availing yourselves of My strength, which ﬂows
through you as soon as you have joined Me, thus, as soon as you have
become one of My Own by your own choosing. I have told you this many
times already, yet, again and again, you are in danger of falling prey to him
because you discard My admonition and distance yourselves from Me just
a little further, particularly when you allow worldly thoughts to arise in you
or you slacken in your spiritual aspiration, when you pay more attention to
your worldly than your spiritual life .... You must constantly remain close
to Me, or you must constantly draw Me to you through your thoughts and
actions, you must live in love... then I will always be with you .... or you
must establish your bond with Me in prayer, which will reliably protect you
from any approach by the enemy. In My presence he will not pester you; he
cannot come close to you as long as I walk beside you .... You must always
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remember that there is no better protection against him than Me Myself,
than My presence, which you determine yourselves. I want to be present
with you at all times, I don't want to leave you again but you must also have
this desire for My presence, because only then can it take place, but I will
not remain with you against your will if you are indiﬀerent to this presence
of Mine .... But if you are so deeply united with Me, then you truly need
not fear anything, neither spiritual nor worldly harassments, for I Am Lord
over all of them and truly protect My children, who want to belong to Me
and cling to Me in their love and their desire for My proximi . Admittedly,
time and again he will try to intervene, yet as long as you carry Me in
your heart it will remain closed to him and he won't be able to slip in,
and thus he will leave again and wait for the next opportuni . erefore,
be vigilant and stay only with Me, don't exclude Me from your thoughts,
always be lovingly active and frequently let a prayer rise up to Me in spirit
and in truth .... You should only ever maintain your bond with Me and
you will truly be able to live an easier life, for My adversary won't ﬁnd any
target and cannot pester you because I Myself will always confront him
everywhere. And he takes ﬂight from Me, the `Light of eterni ', he does
not wish to meet Me, since he does not want to acknowledge Me as his Lord
.... Nevertheless, I remain Lord even over him, and truly, I will protect you
from him, providing you always wish to remain close to Me, if you want to
be My Own now and forever ....
Amen

BD 4850

received 03.03.1950

`I will remain with you ....'
`I will send you the Comforter ....'
I will remain with you always until the end of time .... ese Words alone
should be enough for you to also believe in My working amongst you as
well as being an explanation for all kinds of revelations which emerge as
the working of the spirit. Furthermore, the fact that I Am in the midst of
My Own was proclaimed by Me with the Words I said to My disciples:
`Where two or three are gathered together in My name, there Am I in the
midst of them ....' us, the prerequisite for My presence, and therefore also
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for the working of My spirit, is faith in the power of My name, a confession
of Me as the Redeemer of humani .... us you should gather in My
name if you want to hear Me Myself in the form of My Word, in the form
of revelations from the spiritual kingdom. Each one of My statements is a
spiritual revelation which, however, all people could hear through the voice
of the spirit as I have promised: `I will send you the Comforter, the Spirit of
truth, which will guide you into all truth and will remind you of Me ....'`It
will remind you of everything I have said to you ....'Hence, through the
voice of the spirit you will hear the same Words and you will know that it
is I Who is speaking to you, that they are My Words I want to remind you
of again. And you will remember Me, for My Words are spirit and life if
you hear them through the inner voice. ey are not merely emp Words
which are only heard by the ear, instead, they penetrate your heart, a er
all, I Myself Am speaking to your through the voice of the spirit and I use
the same Words as during My life on earth, so that you will recognise Me in
them. However, you won't recognise My presence by these Words alone ....
it is the spiritual meaning concealed within, which can only be grasped by
an enlightened spirit, by a person whose way of life allows for the working
of the spirit. He understands everything and in turn can instruct people
who are still spiritually unawakened. My Word has to be explained to
them, otherwise they interpret it literally and subsequently won't be able
to recognise either My love or My wisdom, indeed, they frequently only
interpret the meaning of the letter and gain little or no spiritual knowledge
at all. But I Myself Am among you and want to educate you, and therefore
I bless each person who prepares his heart as an abode and accepts Me
therein and eagerly listens to what I reveal to him, but he is also a doer of
My Word and therefore recognises its spiritual meaning. He will hear Me
Myself speak and allow Me to speak to his fellow human beings to whom
I want to reveal Myself, so that My promise will come true `I will remain
with you always until the end of time .... I will send you the Comforter, the
Spirit of truth, which will guide you into all truth and will remind you of
everything I have said to you ....'
Amen
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Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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